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Chapter1: Starting With Matlab




Chapter Questions

Section: Chapter Questions




Problem  1P 
Problem  2P: Calculate: (a) 8+802.6+e3.53 (b) 175)+733.131/4+550.41
Problem  3P: Calculate: (a) 23+453160.7+log10589006 (b) (36.12.25)(e2.3+20)
Problem  4P: Calculate: (a) 3.822.754125+5.2+1.853.5 (b) 2.110615.21053610113
Problem  5P: Calculate: (a)sin0.2cos/6+tan72 (b) (tan64cos15)+sin237cos220
Problem  6P: Define the varialbe z as z = 4.5; than evaluate: (a) 0.44+3.1z2162.3z80.7 (b) z323/z2+17.53
Problem  7P: Define the variable t as t= 3.2; then evalute: (a) 12e2t3.81t3 (b) 6t2+6t2t21
Problem  8P: Define the variable xandy as x = 6.5 and y = 3.8; then evaluate: (a) x2+y22/3+xyyx (b) x+yxy2+2x2xy2
Problem  9P: Define the variables a, b, c, and d as: c= 4.6, d = 1.7, a = cd2, and b=c+acd; then evaluate: (a)...
Problem  10P: Two trigonometric identities are given by: (a) cos2xsin2x=12sin2x (b) tanxsinx2tanx=1cosx2 For each...
Problem  11P: Two trigonometric identities are given by: (a) sinx+cosx2=1+2sinxcosx (b)...
Problem  12P: Define two variables: alpha =8, and beta = 6. Using these variables, show that the following...
Problem  13P: Given: x2cosxdx=2xcosx+x22sinx . Use MATLAB to calculaet the following difinite integral:...
Problem  14P: A rectangular box has the dimensions shown. (a) Determine the angle BAC to the nearest degree. (b)...
Problem  15P: The are length of a segment of a parabola ABC is given by: LABC=a2+4h2+2ha+2ha2+1 Determine LABC if...
Problem  16P: The three shown circles, with radius 15 in., 10.5 in., and 4.5 in., are tangent to each other. (a)...
Problem  17P: A frustum of cone is filled with ice cream such that the portion above the cone is a hemisphere....
Problem  18P: 18. In the triangle shown a =27 in., b 43 in., c=57 in. Define a, b, and c as variables, and then:...
Problem  19P: For the triangle shown, a = 72°, ß=43°, and its perimeter is p = 114 mm. Define a, ß, and p, as...
Problem  20P: The distance d from a point P (xp,yp,zp) to the line that passes through the two points A (xA,yA,zA)...
Problem  21P: The perimeter of an ellipse can be approximated by: P=(a+b)3(3a+b)(a+3b)a+b Calculate the perimeter...
Problem  22P: A total of 4217 eggs have w be packed in boxes that can hold 36 eggs each. By typing one line...
Problem  23P: A total of 777 people have to be transported using buses that have 46 seats and vans that have 12...
Problem  24P: Change the display to format long g. Assign the number 7E8/13 to a variable, and then use the...
Problem  25P: The voltage difference Vabbetween points a and b in the Wheatstone bride circuit is given by:...
Problem  26P: The current in a series RCL circuit is given by: I=VR2(L1C)2 Where  =2 f. Calculate I for the...
Problem  27P: The monthly payment M of a mortgage P for n years with a fixed annual interest rate r can be...
Problem  28P: The number of permutations nProf taking r Objects out of n objects without repetition is given by:...
Problem  29P: The number of combinations Cn,r of taking r objects out of n objects is given by: aye In the...
Problem  30P: The equivalent resistance of two resistors R1and R2connected in parallel is given by Req=R1R2R1+R2 ....
Problem  31P: The output voltage Voutin the circuit shown is given by (Millman’s theorem):...
Problem  32P: Radioactive decay of carbon-14 is used for estimating the age of organic material. The decay is...
Problem  33P: The greatest common divisor is the largest positive integer that divides the numbers without a...
Problem  34P: The amount of energy E (in joules) that is released by an earthquake is given by: E=1.741019101.44M...
Problem  35P: According to the Doppler effect of light, the perceived wavelength ?p, of a light source with a...
Problem  36P: Newton’s law of cooling gives the temperature T(t) of an object at time tin terms of T0, its...
Problem  37P: The velocity v and the falling distance d as a function of time of a skydiver that experience the...
Problem  38P: Use the Help Window to find a display format that displays the output as a ratio of integers. For...
Problem  39P: Gosper’s approximation for factorials is given by: n!=2n+13nnen Use the formula for calculating 19!....
Problem  40P: According to Newton’s law of universal gravitation, the attraction force between two bodies is given...

Problem 1P 
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Q: An SRS of 400 high school seniors gained an average of x = 40 points in their second attempt at the…
A: GivenMean(x)=40standard deviation(σ)=25sample size(n)=400confidence level=90%

Q: Storage of Soil Samples. The concentration of benzene (ug/g) in soil was measured after
being stored…
A: Given data:



 
Sample size
Sample mean
Sample standard deviation


Day 0
3
6.1
0.7


Day 5
3
5.9…

Q: Let the random variable X be the ounces of 
soda in each can. Assuming that under normal 
operation…
A: Given
The data is as follows:
X~Nμ=12.1, σ=0.2

Q: (Depreciation). Table 2 gives the market value of a luxury sedan (in dollars) x years after its…
A: Given information:
Given data represents the values of the independent variable x and the dependent…

Q: 1. ..... How does the concept of conditional probability impact decision making in real-world…
A: 

Q: In triathlons, it is common for racers to be placed into age and gender groups. Friends Leo and Mary…
A: Note: Hi! Thank you for the question, As per the honor code, we are allowed to answer three…

Q: Assume that z-scores are normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

If…
A: GivenP(-b&lt;z&lt;b)=0.1904

Q: The mean age of salesladies in an ABC department store is 32, with a standard deviation of 8.…
A: The question is about Tchebyshef's theorem
Given :
Mean age of salesladies ( μ ) = 32
Std. deviation…

Q: The average heights of a random sample of 400 people from a city is 1.75 m. It is known that the…
A: given data n = 400x¯ = 1.75 mσ2 = 0.16 m2σ = 0.4 m(a)  95% ci for μ = ?(b) 90% ci,E = 2 cm = 0.02m,…

Q: Two 6-sided dice are rolled & the random 
variable Y is the sum of the dots obtained. 
(a) Determine…
A: Hi! Thank you for the question. As per the honor code, we are allowed to answer three sub-parts at a…

Q: Find the area of the shaded region. The graph depicts the standard normal distribution of bone…
A: Given data : 
P ( -0.82 &lt; z &lt; 1.25) = ?

Q: able 2 gives the market value of a luxury sedan (in dollars) x years after its purchase. (Use 4…
A: Given information:
The data for the market value of a luxury sedan, x years after its purchase is…

Q: Consider the experiment of tossing a coin 2 times, with equal chance of obtaining H (head) and T…
A: The experiment is of tossing a coin twice.
Let head denote 1 and tail denote 0.
Let X = the no. of…

Q: For a random sample of 50 measurements on the breaking strength of cotton threads, the mean breaking…
A: given data sample size (n) =50sample mean ( x¯ ) = 210sample standard deviation (s) =1890% ci for…

Q: Suppose the national average dollar amount for an automobile insurance claim is $973.04. You work…
A: It is given that, the national average amount for an automobile insurance claim is $973.04

Q: How do you set up the model to use Goal Seek?
A: Monica takes one hour 
Hilary takes one hour 
If they both work together than how much time they…

Q: You are testing the claim that the mean GPA of night students is different from the mean GPA of day…
A: given data NIGHT STUDENT :x¯1  = 2.44s1 =0.33n1 = 35
MBAx¯2  =2.21s2 = 0.45n2 = 60α = 0.05
claim :…

Q: Top management of a large multinational corporation wants to create a culture of innovativeness and…
A: Introduction
Hypothesis is an assumption that is being tested.

Q: A researcher has 56 pairs of participants who each experience two different experimental conditions.…
A: Given information:
x¯1=34.27, x¯2=33.67tCVN=55, α=.05=2.004sMD=0.65

Q: Instructions for questions 1-3: Sketch the distribution and shade the area corresponding to the…
A: Given information
probability value=p=10%, n=100

Q: Let X be a joint Gaussian random vector
X
E[X] = [] ; Ex=
=
X
1
2
with mean and covariance tiven by:…
A: As per our company guidelines we are supposed to answer only first question. Kindly repost other…

Q: One should always relate back the outcome of the hypothesis testing to particular variables in the…
A: This question seeks to examine the importance of relating the outcome of hypothesis testing to the…

Q: A local coffee shop wants to implement a new promotional campaign. To measure success
of the…
A: Given that,
The sample mean 
X¯=1.2
The sample standard deviation
s=2.36
The sample size is
n=10
The…

Q: For each situation, name the population and the sample.

a) 150 students are surveyed to determine…
A: Population:
The set of all subjects of interest can be termed as population.
Sample:
The subset of…

Q: How does the concept of conditional probability impact decision making in real-world scenarios, and…
A: Conditional probability can be used to calculate the probability of an event A occurring, given that…

Q: to have a be
life, or a life about the
as yours?
question was, "do you expect your chil
you ve had,…
A: 

Q: (a) Erythromycin is a drug that has been proposed to possibly lower the risk of premature delivery.…
A: Answer 
Given that:
p=30% =30/100 = 0.30 
X =64
n =175
proportion =x/n =64/175 ~0.3657
right tailed…

Q: The owner collects data from 100 customers and finds that 60% of them are interested in trying
the…
A: This study looks at the response of 100 customers to a new flavor of coffee drink and assesses if…

Q: Find the area of the shaded region. The graph depicts the standard normal distribution of bone…
A: Given,

Q: 1. A garlic press factory has four machines turning out garlic presses. Machine 1 makes 35% of the…
A: Given that,
The event M1 is the press came from machine 1
The event M2 is the press came from…

Q: Q1. N-2500, Xbar= 64, $^2- 800
a). Calculate Standard Error
b). Calculate 95% Confidence Interval…
A: n = 2500x¯ = 64s2 = 800

Q: Imagine an investor was considering an investment, and there are 3 economic conditions:
• Expanding,…
A: Given that,
There are three economic conditions.

Expanding 
Neutral
Deteriorating

The…

Q: Fill in the blank in the following statement.
If a truck weighs 25% more than a car, then the…
A: We are given four options for the given question-
125,25,75,-75

Q: Employee retention is a major concern for many companies. A survey of Americans asked how long they…
A: a)
The frequency distribution of college graduates for the time with current employer is given.

Q: The mean daily production of a herd of cows is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 39…
A: As per our guidelines we suppose to answer only one question kindly post the remaining question in…

Q: How many indicator variables would be included in the model in order to prevent the least squares…
A: To prevent the least squares estimation from failing, we need to include indicator variables for all…

Q: In a study of government financial aid for college students, it becomes necessary to estimate the…
A: Givenmargin of error(E)=0.01confidence level=95%

Q: STATS LAB 7: Central Limit Theorem (Cookie Recipes)
Given
X= length of time (in days) that a cookie…
A: The given data is as follows,
 


X


1


5


2


5


6


1


2


6


5


2


5


1


1


3


2


2…

Q: Regardless of your previous answers, let's say you make a 99% confidence interval and the interval…
A: Given information-
We have given a 99% confidence interval-
Lower limit = 0.14
Upper limit = 0.26…

Q: Find The mean, median; mode & standard deviation
For the following numbers.
-2.3578
A: Given that :
Sample data :2,3,5,7,8

Q: A sample of the various prices for a particular product has been conducted in 16 stores which were…
A: Given data is95,108,97,112,99,106,105,100,99,98,104,110,107,111,103,110sample…

Q: Price information for selected foods for 2010 and 2018 is given in the table.
Quantity
Item
Cabbage…
A: Given that:



 
Price
Quantity


Items
P0
P1
Q0
Q1


Cabbage
0.06
0.05
2000
1500


Carrots
0.10…

Q: How does the concept of conditional probability impact decision making in real-world scenarios, and…
A: Conditional probability can be used to calculate the probability of an event A occurring, given that…

Q: 2. A new drug is tested at two concentrations, C1 and C2, to boost white blood cell counts in…
A: This question examines the efficacy of a new drug in boosting white blood cell counts in leukaemia…

Q: Consider a random variable X that takes on the following values with the following probabilities:…
A: Answer:- Given, A random variable X that takes on the following values with the following…

Q: The University of the East Europe is interested in the overall performance of its students in the…
A: Here the given information is
The University of the East Europe is interested in the overall…

Q: According to the manufacturer's data, 6.5% of the items coming off the production line have a…
A: “Since you have asked multiple questions, we will solve the first question for you. If you want any…

Q: net
ing that the average vertical jump for teens was
dent researchers Haley, Jeff, and Nathan saw an…
A: Given 
The population mean vertical jump of students is given as 15. Test the average vertical jump…

Q: Find the area of the shaded region. The graph depicts the standard normal distribution of bone…
A: We have given information,
The graph depicts the standard normal distribution of bone density with…

Q: Please show all solutions and all steps. All final answers must be round up to four decimal places.…
A: Let the random variable X denote the number of car accidents experienced by hari in this week. The…







Question


How can I work out question 3 (a)?
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Table 1: Unemployment and Crime in a Sample of 8 U.K. Regions
Yorkshire and The Humber
Midlands
London
South
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
Unemployment
Rate (%)
4.39
3.78
4.42
5.11
3.20
2.66
4.34
2.35
96
101
78
95
70
79
45
59
(Source: data extract and modified from Statista, 2020)
Crime Rate per Thousand
Population
Table 1 shows a sample of 8 U.K. regions in 2020. In theory, we would expect crime rate
to be higher in regions where a greater percentage of the population was unemployed.
a) Calculate the sample mean and sample standard deviation for both the "Unemployment Rate"
and "Crime Rate per Thousand Population" variables.
b) Use the information in Table 1 to estimate and interpret the intercept and slope coefficients
of a bivariate linear regression model of crime rate per thousand population on
unemployment rates:
CrimeRate; Bo + B₁ UnemploymentRate; + εi
c) Calculate the residual sum of squares (RSS) and total sum of squares (TSS) from the estimated
model in b).
0
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This question has been solved!
Explore an expertly crafted, step-by-step solution for a thorough understanding of key concepts.

SEE SOLUTIONCheck out a sample Q&A here

Step 1: Given information
VIEW


Step 2: Calculate sample mean and sample standard deviation
VIEW

Step 3: Calculate mean and standard deviation
VIEW

Solution
VIEW
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Step by step
Solved in 4 steps with 13 images
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Similar questions


	The Digital Guardian Company issues policies that protectclients from downtime costs due to computer system failures.It is very important to process the policies quickly becauselong cycle times not only put the client at risk, they couldalso lose business for Digital Guardian. Management is con-cerned that customer service is degrading because of longcycle times, measured in days. The following table containsthe data from five samples, each sample consisting of eightrandom observations
a. What is your estimate of the process average?b. What is your estimate of the average range?c. Construct an R- and an x-chart for this process.Are assignable causes present?




failure to meet payments on student loans guaranteed by the Us governent has  been a major problem for both banks And the government. Approximately 50 percent of all students loans guaranteed by the government are in default. A random sample of 350 loans to college students in one region of the US indicates that 147 are in default. Calculate the approximate test statistic to test the hypothesis that the default rate for the selected region is lower than the national percentage.




An article claimed that "those with a college degree reported a higher incidence of sunburn than those without a high school degree—45 percent versus 26 percent." For purposes of this exercise, suppose that these percentages were based on random samples of size 200 from each of the two groups of interest (college graduates and those without a high school degree). Is there convincing evidence that the proportion who experience a sunburn is higher for college graduates than it is for those without a high school degree? (Use pcollege graduates − pwithout a high school degree. Round your test statistic to two decimal places and your P-value to four decimal places.)
 



z
=  


P
=






	The bad debt ratio for a financial institution is defined to be the dollar value of loans defaulted divided by the total dollar value of all loans made. Suppose that a random sample of sixty-five banks in Illinois is selected and that their bad debt ratios (recorded as a percentage) are presented in the sample.
Banking officials claim that the mean bad debt ratio for all Midwestern banks is 3.5 percent and that the mean bad debt ratio for Illinois banks is higher. What is the null hypothesis? What is the t-value?



bank
Bad Debt Ratio 


1
3.38


2
5.15


3
4.63


4
9.69


5
8.32


6
3.58


7
5.9


8
7.33


9
6.28


10
6.87


11
3.93


12
5.76


13
3.98


14
3.66


15
7.46


16
5.59


17
6.39


18
6.49


19
2.31


20
7.84


21
9.2


22
4.64


23
5.38


24
4.23


25
7.12


26
3.48


27
2.87


28
4.59


29
7.43


30
8.34


31
5.15


32
5.84


33
4.95


34
5.6


35
7.52


36
5.23


37
7.88


38
8.86


39
4.42


40
6.64


41
9.25


42
6.53


43
5.35


44
6.04


45
5.19


46
2.87


47
2.91…




Is College Worth It? In the New York Times article “College Graduates Fare Well in Jobs Market, Even through Recession,” C. Rampell noted that college graduates have suffered through the recession and lackluster recovery with remarkable resilience. Of a random sample of 1020 college graduates, 35 were unemployed; and of a random sample of 1008 high-school graduates (no college), 69 were unemployed.
a. At the 1% significance level, do the data provide sufficient evidence to conclude that college graduates have a lower unemployment rate than high-school graduates?
b. Find and interpret a 98% confidence interval for the difference in unemployment rates of college and high-school graduates.




Results from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) conducted thirty years ago revealed that out of 378 randomly selected adults in the United States 57 were considered to be obese. In this year’s National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, out of 426randomly selected adults in the United States 135 were considered to be obese.
Based on these results, can one conclude, at the 0.01 level of significance, that the percentage of adults in the United States that are obese is considerably higher now than it was thirty years ago?






	Recently, a large academic medical center determined that
9
of
18
employees in a particular position were
female,
whereas
45%
of the employees for this position in the general workforce were
female.
At the
0.05
level of significance, is there evidence that the proportion of
females
in this position at this medical center is different from what would be expected in the general workforce?



 
 
 


Question content area bottom

Part 1
What are the correct hypotheses to test to determine if the proportion is different?
 





 
A.


H0:
π≠0.45;
H1:
π=0.45





 
B.


H0:
π≥0.45;
H1:
π<0.45





 
C.


H0:
π≤0.45;
H1:
π>0.45





 
D.


H0:
π=0.45;
H1:
π≠




A check-cashing service has found that approximately 5% of all checks submitted to the service for cashing are bad. After instituting a check verification system to reduce its losses, the service found that only 45 checks were bad in a total of 1124 cashed. 
b). Which statistical distribution should be applied in this situation and why? Explain carefully. 
c). Knowing that a significant amount of capital investment were required to institute the system, should the service put much weight on the conclusion of part (a)? Explain carefully.




It was claimed recently that more than 

60%

 of high school students in the United States use computers for educational purposes. We wish to examine this claim. We choose a random sample of 

215

 U.S. high school students and find that 

140

 of these students use computers for educational purposes. Based on this, can we conclude, at the 

0.01

 level of significance, that more than 

60%

 of high school students in the United States use computers for educational purposes? In your answers, denote the proportion of all U.S. high school students who happen to use computers for educational purposes by 

p

.
Perform a one-tailed test.



 


The null hypothesis:



H0:
 





The alternative hypothesis:



H1:
 





The type of test statistic:
(Choose one)ZtChi squareF
 
 
 


 
 
 


The value of the test statistic:(Round to at least three decimal places.)



 





The p-value:(Round to at least three decimal places.)



 





Can we conclude that more than 

60%

 of high…






	It was reported that only one job vacancy was available for three recent college graduates. The main reason is that there is an excess of college graduates and a weak national economy. A survey of 100 recent graduates from your college reveals that 60 graduates have found work. At the 0.05 level of significance, can we conclude that the proportion of graduates who have found employment is greater?




Recently, a large academic medical center determined that
13
of
20
employees in a particular position were
female,
whereas
41%
of the employees for this position in the general workforce were
female.
At the
0.01
level of significance, is there evidence that the proportion of
females
in this position at this medical center is different from what would be expected in the general workforce?



 
 
 


Question content area bottom

Part 1
What are the correct hypotheses to test to determine if the proportion is different?
 





 
A.


H0:
π≤0.41;
H1:
π>0.41





 
B.


H0:
π≥0.41;
H1:
π<0.41





 
C.


H0:
π=0.41;
H1:
π≠0.41





 
D.


H0:
π≠0.41;
H1:
π=0.41






Part 2
Calculate the test statistic.
 

ZSTAT=enter your response here
(Type an integer or a decimal. Round to two decimal places as needed.)
Part 3
What is the p-value?
 
The p-value is
enter your response here.

(Type an integer or a decimal. Round to three decimal places as needed.)
Part 4
State…




HOSIAH is a pottery manufacturer. Past records of his production revealed that 10% of output of coffee mugs were defective in some way and had to be sold off as rejects. HOSIAH has recently introduced some new quality control procedures. In order to assess the effectiveness of these procedures, the line manager takes a random sample of 100 of the coffee mugs and examines them. He finds 7 defectives. Required: On the basis of this evidence alone, has there been a significant improvement in the quality of the coffee mugs? Use the 1% level of significance
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